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cross-border cooperation for clean 
technologies

On 25-26 October, the ITEA & ARTEMIS 
Co-summit 2011 will be held in the Scandic 
Marina Congress Center in Helsinki, Finland. 
It will be the 4th edition of the Co-summit, 
with over 600 participants from industry, 
academia, public authorities and press 
expected. 

Once again the project exhibitions of ITEA 
and ARTEMIS will be the pivotal elements 
of the event with over 75 innovative and 
market-oriented R&D projects showcasing 
themselves. 

The plenary programme and parallel ses-
sions will be geared to the Co-summit 
2011 theme. This year, the exhibitions will 
also have a direct link to the theme with a 

special focus area on clean technologies. 

The programme also includes plenary sessions 

of ITEA and ARTEMIS as well as presentations 

of the Achievement Award 2011 nominees 

by EUREKA Chairman Sándor Erdő.

Registration

Registration for the Co-summit is open 

to both communities and the public. 

For more information and registration, 

please go to the event website:   

http://www.itea2.org/cosummit2011.

For more general information about ITEA 2 

and ARTEMIS-IA, please visit the websites:

http://www.itea2.org and www.artemis-ia.eu.

EUREKA Clusters

eurIPIDeS Forum 
in Helsinki exceeded 
all expectations
The fifth edition of the EURIPIDES Forum, 

the annual conference organised by 

the EUREKA Cluster for smart systems 

EURIPIDES, took place in Helsinki on 

20 June. The Forum, which attracted a 

large number of participants and high-

level speakers, has been the occasion to 

express interest in potential R&D pro-

jects. The EURIPIDES Forum highlighted 

new technological trends in various 

application fields such as intelligent 

machines and sensing solutions, and 

in the markets of telecommunications, 

health and energy. The Forum’s slogan 

was ‘Meet your challenges’. 

“Looking at the growing participation 

and the enthusiasm for building new 

projects, we believe that the Forum has 

met the expectations of all participants. 

“We can expect a large number of 

proposals for our next call. There is no 

doubt; Helsinki will be a very important 

milestone for the EURIPIDES commu-

nity: the Finns did it!”, said Jean-Luc 

Maté, EURIPIDES Chairman (pictured, 

centred, below).

big success for euroGIa+ Information Days
EUROGIA+, the EUREKA Cluster for low carbon 
energy technologies, recently organised 
informative sessions on its programme 
events in France and Norway. The events, 
entitled EUROGIA+ Information Days, 
were attended by delegates from across 
the French and Norwegian energy sector 
and key staff from each country’s leading 
academic institutions.

“Showcasing our work is an essential part 
of our remit,” said Gabriel Marquette, the 
Chairman of EUROGIA+. “At the Information 
Days in Oslo and Paris, we were able to 
present EUROGIA+ and we have been able 
to demonstrate how EUROGIA+ is benefiting 
EUREKA Member Countries.”

The Information Day in Oslo, organised with 
the support of TEKNOVA and the Research 
Council of Norway, showcased 15 new 

project ideas of Norwegian companies and 
research institutes.

The Paris Information Day, organised with 
the support of DGCIS, French Finance 
Ministry Department was attended by over 
100 participants.

Another Information Day was held in Madrid 
on September 30.

EUROGIA + Brussels Office moves into the 
EUREKA Secretariat premises 

On 27 June 2011, EUROGIA+ moved into the 
EUREKA Secretariat’s premises in Brussels. 

Nil Atmaca is the head of the EUROGIA+ 
Secretariat (nilatmaca@eurogia.com).


